(1) P(z) -j + a 0 + a-,a + ...
Denote by reap. the subolass of the olass H, consisting of convex functions, resp. convex functions of order ex. Let P(m), resp. 2Z(m), 11°(m) , denote subclass of m-symmetric functions of the olass P, resp. F. . E C » where m^.1 is a natural number. A olass E*(;8,m), consisting of the funotions Pc Y. (m) satisfying the condition (2) -Z^-lMf for every z e K, where pe P(m) and is an arbitrary fixed real number, was introduced in [l] . It is clear that XL*(*,m)c E'and L*( 1.«) = U), L'(1,1)=E'. In this note we define a subclass of the class of convex functions in the annulus K q = jz : 0< |z|< lj.
Définit ion.
Let denote the family of the functions Pc £ (m) satisfying the condition -911 - Estimates (5), (6) and (7) are sharp and equalities hold for functions F e £ c (y3,m) of the form
Estimates (5), (6) and (7) follow) from condition (3) and the known estimates for functionals in the class P(m). The function P Q of the form (8) If a function F belongs to the family H.«(m), then it is ft -angularly convex in the annulus |z|< rj (E«(m)) , where
The extremal function of the family £,°(m) is the function P 1 of the form 2(1-«)
n " 1 9 \ • dp, where 111 = 1.
Proof. The condition (3) is equivalent to the condition </9
If If a function P belongs to t.he family 2Z,°(nO» then it is a convex function of the order ot in the annulus 0 < |z| < r° , where (14) Theorem
4.
If a function P belongs to the family XZ.°(jr»m), 0<y^1. f then it is -angularly convex in th6 annulus 0<|z|<rj where
The extremal function of the family is the function F-giveu by lettirg "6, ^"..^^-(j-tl^fji.. ,".,.
r r 0 0 f . If P € X^c(j'»m) t then from (7) 
